TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
Not so suddenly, however, but that all their litter was first cleared
up, and the Officer-in-Conunand said goodbye to each of us
separately and begged to be told if anything had been broken
or marked during their stay, and: "thank you so much for
making everything so pleasant for us and so comfortable**. He -
added, most earnestly, that the War Office's one longing was to
compensate property-owners and promptly adjust complaints.
Well, certainly there were no complaints from us except the
one which I am making now, and which I could hardly put into
official language: "Could the next batch please be a little more
licentious ? Not too much; just a little."
A few days later I had a letter from the officer, who had been
handsome enough to colour any young girl's dreams: he thanked
us again for our hospitality and begged again to be allowed to
provide compensation for damage done during their stay. Hoping
for an excuse to continue this delicious correspondence, we had
one more frantic search round the garage and adjoining offices,
sheds, etc., which had recently hummed with manoeuvres, con-
spiracies, messages by wireless and private lines . . . Perhaps at
least we could find a torn map with "X marks my bed-
room window'* scribbled in the margin. And we did find a
scribbled-over notebook with most of its leaves gone, the rest
quite incomprehensible statements in Jabberwocky. So we wrote
to the officer telling him of this well-thumbed treasure and asked
for an exact address to which it should be returned registered?
I thfnlc we felt the fate of the war hung on this, but he cannot have
had my letter, and I have kept the relic which somehow has acquired
a romantic look.
And then, as I said before, the "rude and licentious soldiery**
out of history-book, turned up in flesh and blood one evening on
the lawn beside the river. They had come shouting and bumping
along in boats, and only stayed for a crowded half-hour to bathe
and to enjoy themselves after their fashion. The hotel had acquired
a very agreeable barge, I think it was the old Magdalen barge,
which was moored permanently by the lawn for their visitors*
pleasure. The gilt and the figurehead and the curly-dragon sort
of look lent a delectable old-fashioned atmosphere to the river;
you felt that at any moment the gentlemen in tilted straw boaters,
blazers and cummerbund and moustaches, would come sauntering
along to escort the ladies, in tilted straw boaters, tight bodices and
long swishing darts. Instead, I was faintly starded to run into a
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